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Anyone who belongs to Christ has become a new person. The old life is gone;
a new life has begun!
2 Corinthians 5.17

Our dear partners across the world,

All the very best for you in 2013! We have so many
great promises in the Bible that help us to stay positive, sharing hope for which Christ is a base! And the
best is still to come – meeting Him one day, face to
face! This adds to our lives a right perspective!

Thankfulness

But for now, we want to stay focused on our Lord and
implement some of the ideas that we believe He is
a source of. 2012 was very good for our ministry
and we are determined to be even closer to Him in
2013, read his will in many of decisions to come and
make accepting His will over our own personal, egoistic choices - daily surrender.
Wow, what a plan! We need your prayers to accomplish that!
What would we like to accomplish in 2013?
I am sharing here just my personal dreams that, humanly speaking, are a logical “next steps” but I pray
the Lord will reveal His will, open doors and direct
priorities.

For the Radio (read more in Krzysztof’s article ):
• increasing our audience even further by expan•
•

ding technical coverage, getting positive responses for pending license expansion applications;
Getting spiritual return to our Christian programs and channeling seekers to our follow-up
programs
In spite of an economic slowdown, having a stable advertisement income with a growth tendency :) that will help to finance other evangelistic
projects.

For the Recording Studio:
• Finishing the renovation of the studio infrastruc•

ture, getting a new stream of clients as a result;
Strengthening our young teams of software de-

•

•

velopers and content developers to meet all the
needs of our evangelistic projects and of other
ministries;
Making the most of our media experience in training others to allow further growth; continuing
to move towards realising our vision of a Multimedia Training Center and its new infrastructure;
Using all the quality Christian films records and
streamed programs that we distribute to influence even more people towards Christ;

For the Internet Evangelism side (conducted by

volunteers and Studio DR)
• Encouraging our e-coaches (over 200!) to stay
passionately involved; by praying, organizing
workshops, conferences, personal encounters,
joint vacations, attending international events
and really caring for each one of them;
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2013
Polish ministry thru
• FM Radio
• Internet
• Music
• Evangelistic and
follow-up courses

•

•

•

•

Updating all the present tools (over 10 options, now) to
make them looking fresh and
adopt them to the advances
of the Global Internet, replacing content, more videos,
etc;
Making a major jump into
mobile technology of ALL
our tools, so that when it will
come to Poland as a major
preference – we shall be ready;
Developing new innovations
on a global scale –systems
of monitoring/helping every seeker to grow spiritually,
even on daily basis.
Substantial involvement in
a global Jesus.net movement,
trying to set the very best,
working models of effective,
21st century evangelism and
disciple making processes by
using all contemporary channels of communications and
implementing them in all interested countries, based on
Nationals…

Friends, now you know why we
need your prayers!!!

Epilogue
The ministry has grown significantly in the last year. More people are involved than ever. But
the real essence is to stay personally close to the Lord, daily searching for His guidance, be ready
to be broken – so that He will be
able to use us fully.
The great promise is 2 Chronicles
16, 9a: “For the eyes of the Lord
range throughout the earth to
strengthen those whose hearts
are fully committed to him” Take
it as my wish for you in 2013 and
beyond.
Your prayers and support are
a needed and appreciated part of
what He is doing in Poland! We
love you dearly and pray for you,
too
Henryk.

Thank You LORD
Progress on December prayer requests

1. Good end of year – lots of good meetings
and encounters
2. Growth of Radio audience continues! December numbers were our all-time record!
3. Great team of people passionate to spread the gospel!

Write to us!
deorecordings@ccm.pl

Please PRAY
January prayer requests

1. Progress in renovation of our studio in Wisla.
We need it really soon and it has moved
painfully slowly in recent months;
2. Finding God’s will, whether we should move
the Radio Fest studio to Zabrze;
3. Obtaining favorable government decisions
for expansion of our radio network. Licenses
for Bedzin and Tarnowskie Gory;
4. Resolving a major posting problem that
sends most of our seekers’ mail to spam;
5. Upgrading main Polish “Looking For God”
web page with the newest version;
6. Finances for 2013 – a new opening and
new projects to finance
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Jesus.net

From the desk of Krzysztof Budzisz

statistics

CEO, Radio CCM & Radio FEST

December

2012
Polish “Jesus.net” statistics
First time visits 		
Decisions 		
Requests for follow-up

28 498
1 588
256

See it live on Joy in Heaven

A few days ago I received an e-mail from Henio asking me
to share my thoughts on how I see our ministry developing
in 2013. What follows are my thoughts and wishes for our
future.

1. I would really like 2013 be at least as blessed as 2012.
2. It would be good to see the continued growth in
3.

Overall

- Since July 2008
Polish “Jesus.net” statistics

4.

First time visits 		
1 704 558
Decisions 		
244 758
Requests for follow-up
26 980

5.

See it live on Joy in Heaven

6.

Radio CCM &
Radio Fest
Total weekly audience

audience numbers (at least passing 600,000 by January
2014).
That we will be able to meet our costs despite the
predicted economic crisis, especially severe during the
first three quarters of this year.
The devising of more intensive and effective ways for
the promotion of our evangelisation efforts.
Finding ways to initiate programming that will have
a marked influence on the lives of our listeners and
their relationship with Jesus.
The realisation of our latest projects;
(a) CCM Youth, an Internet radio channel for teenagers,
broadcasting from our transmitter in Oswiecim
(Auschwitz).
(b) the opening of a second Radio FEST station
(c) finding ways to support and help Radio Fidelite in
Niger.

In recent years (due to God’s blessing and the excellent
work of all the staff at our radio stations) we have entered
radio’s First Division in the most populated region of
Poland. We would not have achieved this without your
prayers bringing us God’s enabling.
An outstanding aspect of our activities is a talented and
very professional workforce, a team other radio stations
can only dream about!
Leading, motivating and encouraging this team is no easy
task. The extensive workload spread among so few people
brings many day-to-day problems at all levels.
It is, therefore, extremely important that all out plans and
visions are subjected to extreme scrutiny and analysis and
continually bathed in prayer in order that they do not turn
out to be merely human ambitions, illusions and a waste of
time.
We most earnestly request your prayers for wisdom and
courage in every decision we make and the maintenance of
unflagging commitment during 2013 and all the succeeding
years.
Krzysztof.

620 000
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Letters
My soul is sick, my only desire is to die,
I beg God to hear me. All I do turns into
catastrophe and problems. I would gladly
give my life to someone else who could
use it better. Why won’t God allow me to
leave this earth? Several times I decided
to commit suicide but, at the last moment,
something pulled me back. My life has
become a hell after earlier sins and now
I must suffer. How can I get the release of
death?
Anna, 22.
How to deal with fear and pain? For the
past few months I have been obsessed
with self-harming, somehow it brings me
peace. So far, nobody has been able to
help me. Sometimes I’m filled with envy,
how can I stop doing this thing? Can God
help?
Tomek, 14.
I am divorced, my wife has left me, this
Christmas and I’m by myself and lonely.
I would like to start new relationship, but
a priest has rebuked me. I am asking you
for advice – will you answer?
Rafal

A random selection of mail received during December 2012

Hi, I am 16 year old, I became a believer at
the Oaza camps. But I am horrified to face
fierce attacks on my faith from my mates.
So many people, who call themselves
believers are also against me. Many reject
church because of some practices there.
But it should not keep us away from God!
I also see some problems, but I pray and
want to grow in God. Please advise, how
should I behave, deepen my faith, even
when friends are laughing. What kind of
arguments should I use to show others
reality of God?
Iwona.
Hi, up till October 2012, I was following
a “dead faith”, but I had never any
dilemma about God’s existence. Then
I was converted, now I have some
doubts. Does the fact I am rejecting all
life’s pleasures for no good reason makes
sense? Are such thoughts coming from
Satan? Is he manipulating my life of
faith? What defence can I have against
such thoughts? Please, advise me, I am
desperate for a good answer and your
response will help me
Ilona.

How can I find my calling?
Stefan.
How is it with God? I first heard about
Him just three days ago, on your website.
I spent 3 years in prison, still, always
wanting to love everybody around me.
I was sentenced to 25 years, and it took 3
years to prove me not guilty. How could
He allow that?
Martha, 22.
I do not understand what is happening
around me. If Jesus is really alive, why
does He select some people to help and
not others? And He has not helped me,
even when I was begging? Why does He
allow me to suffer if He loves me?
Zosia, 21.
Hi, I live with my boyfriend, we have been
deeply love for more than one and a half
years. Is it OK to have sex if it comes from
a true commitment, not just an adventure
or “testing”?
Marta, 19.
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